Research Form
DUE Monday November 19th

After researching, complete this form as a group. While there is no required length, please make sure that all questions are answered with scholarly responses and to the fullest.
(25 points)

Group Members Names:

Disability Topic:

Definition of the disability area:
Related disabilities: (For example, “communication” can be an area of deficit for individuals with autism as well as individuals with learning disabilities). How does this look different for different disabilities?

Causes (what type of disability is this? Neurological? Physical? When is the onset? Is this something people are born with? Degenerative?):

Symptoms (what does this disability look like?, what other health issues are associated with this disability?):

How does having this disability make every day life difficult? (Deficits/weaknesses):
What are strengths associated with this disability area?

Teaching strategies, therapies, modifications, or accommodations used to help individuals with this deficit cope. (For Example ABA therapy used to change behavior or assistive communication devices for communication needs- be specific and give detail)

Any other relevant information:
Ideas for simulation

Resources: